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Marks 

Staging   14/15 
Production   25/35 
Acting    30/40 
General Achievement  8/10 

Total Marks   77/100 

Presentation
This was superb.  The opening picture was one of careless chaos, with the rubbish-strewn 
box set, suggesting a dull prison, too small for its occupant.  There was so much detail here – 
from the piles of books, to the piles of discarded food and drink – even providing running water 
and plenty of it!  Costumes were apt, giving useful information about the characters and the 
whole was supported imaginately by the technical aspects – providing reflective music and 
distant traffic noise, as well as an arresting final stage picture with the title character backlit, 
framed in the doorway, reminiscent of An Inspector Calls. Well done, everybody! 
Direction
The opening terms were handled well, quietly asserting the hopelessness of the Man and 
the generally deperessing atmosphere.  The entrance of Mrs G was a welcome contrast, 
and the business of cheerful tidying was well handled.  Dialogue was shaped well and both 
actors holding their own in an equal battle of opposite views. Use of the stage was largely 
natural, but you might have provided a clearer picture for us had you not split the focus.  
Also, be careful not to deliver important stories in dead profile or with furniture in the way – 
these will both weaken the impact.  The final section of arranging the body before Mrs G 
exits was beautifully done, leaving with a telling and memorable final picture. 
Acting
These were two fine performances, and equally good.  Mrs G’s bustling efficiency was a 
wonderful contrast to the morose, self-pitying delivery of the Man.  She managed to 
incorporate the complicated stage business into intelligent delivery of the lines and also to 
extract the maximum available (and necessary) comedy, too, delivering the story of the 
vibrator and 12 inch stilettos with excellent timing.  The Man’s frustration and desperation 
was well-conveyed and the two played well together.  Perhaps underline more carefully the 
moment where her decision to kill is made, but althogether, these were two performances of 
great skill. 
Dramatic Achievement
What a finish to a smashing evening of theatre.  It is a fascinating piece thoughtfully brought 
to life here, exploring this difficult topic with sensitivity and understanding.  The audience 
certainly appreciated the great attention to detail in all aspects of presentation, as did I. 

Awards: Say Trophy for the Best Decor 

Adjudicator Jan Palmer Sayer, GoDA Signed


